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IT Infrastructure & Professional Services
ERP Solutions we Sell, Implement, Optimize, Upgrade and deliver
Professional Business and Technical Consulting Services:
Infor Fourth Shift ERP
Infor Visual ERP
Infor Syteline ERP - CloudSuite Industrial
ERP Private Cloud Hosting, System Administration, & Support
IT and ERP Managed Services
Application Development and Integrations
Our Team
Decades of experience in IT, ERP and business systems
Certified network engineers with decades of experience
Located throughout North America, including Mexico and Canada
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Questions to Consider
How well do you know your IT Security?
Is your Cyber Security reactive or
proactive?
How does your security software stack up?
Are all your endpoint devices protected?
How is your data encrypted?
Do you have Cyber Insurance?
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Direct Breach

Security Threat Types

Your network and systems are directly attacked and compromised. Everyone focuses so much attention to Ransomware attacks and maintaining a secure
perimeter is critical. Intrusion Detection Systems and Intrusion Protection Systems are critical. These devices also monitor traffic, while analyzing behaviors
and activities to identify potential attacks. An IPS goes one step farther than IDS by analyzing network packets and having the ability to reject a packet.

Malware
This umbrella term is short for "malicious software" and covers any program introduced into the target's computer with the intent to cause damage or gain
unauthorized access. Types of malware include viruses, worms, Trojans, ransomware and spyware. Knowing this is important, because it helps you
determine what type of cybersecurity software you need.

Phishing
Perhaps the most deployed form of cybertheft, phishing attacks involve collecting sensitive information like login credentials and credit card information
through a legitimate-looking (but ultimately fraudulent) website, often sent to unsuspecting individuals in an email. Spear phishing, an advanced form of
this type of attack, requires in-depth knowledge of specific individuals and social engineering to gain their trust and infiltrate the network.

DDoS
DDoS attacks occur when a server is intentionally overloaded with requests until it shuts down the target's website or network
system.
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Security Threat Types (cont.)
Ransomware
A ransomware attack infects your machine with malware and, as the name suggests, demands a ransom. Typically,
ransomware either locks you out of your computer and demands money in exchange for access, or it threatens to

publish private information if you don't pay a specified amount. Ransomware is one of the fastest-growing types of
security breaches.

SQL Injection Attack
For more than four decades, web developers have been using structured query language (SQL) as one of the main
coding languages on the internet. While a standardized language has greatly benefited the internet's development, it
can also be an easy way for malicious code to make its way onto your business's website. Through a successful SQL
injection attack on your servers, sensitive information can let bad actors access and modify important databases,
download files, and even manipulate devices on the network.
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Security Threat Types (cont.)
APT
Advanced persistent threats, are long-term targeted attacks in which hackers break into a network in multiple phases to avoid
detection. Once an attacker gains access to the target network, they work to remain undetected while establishing their foothold on the
system. If a breach is detected and repaired, the attackers have already secured other routes into the system so they can continue to
plunder data.

Inside Attack
This is when someone with administrative privileges, usually from within the organization, purposely misuses his or her credentials to
gain access to confidential company information. Former employees, in particular, present a threat if they left the company on bad
terms. Your business should have a protocol in place to revoke all access to company data immediately when an employee is
terminated.
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Basic Security Guidelines
Understand your Industry
Develop Security Strategy
Policy & Procedures
Documented
Employee Education/Training
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Basic Security Guidelines
(Cont.)

Minimums a Business Must Do
Develop a Security Team with
Management, IT, & Apps. Meet Weekly
Purchase Cybersecurity Insurance
Secure the Perimeter (Shields Up)
Web Content Filtering
Stay Compliant – OS, Apps, Hardware
Secure & Monitor End Point Devices
Email Filtering/Archive/Backups
Disaster Recovery & Backups
Password Management -Multi-Factor
Authentication
Device, OS, & Application Patching
Employee Training
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Security Tools Delivered by ICG
1. Regulatory and Compliance Implementation (CMMC, NIST, etc.)
2. Security Health Check or Technology Systems Review
3. Pen testing – Security Audit
4. Perimeter Protection NextGen FortiGate for Firewalls
5. Endpoint Protection & SOC Data-Guard365 for Manufacturing

6. Mimecast - Email Security and Archiving
7. Datto, Veeam - NextGen Backups and DR

8. SOC, Data Classification, and more..
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Security Health Check
Check Client & Security Firewalls – Parameter
Protection
Evaluate Patching Policy and Methodology

Review Security Policy and Procedures
Email Security
Endpoint Security
Endpoint Management
Backups and Disaster Recovery (High-Level)
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FortiGate – Next Gen Firewalls

FortiGate NGFWs deliver industry-leading enterprise security for any edge at any scale with full visibility and
threat protection. Organizations can weave security deep into the hybrid IT architecture and build securitydriven networks to achieve:
Ultra-fast security, end to end
Consistent real-time defense with FortiGuard Services
Excellent user experience with security processing units
Operational efficiency and automated workflows
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Data-Guard365

Endpoint Protection/SOC
Data-Guard365 offers the private sector exceptional cyber defense capabilities through our unique
data assets, world-class threat intelligence experts, and managed security services. Our security
analysts monitor network and security devices, track users, scan applications, and provide you with
real-time, security event analysis across your monitored security infrastructure 24/7.
•

Software agents are deployed on devices to enable collection of logs for security event monitoring

•

Data is filtered, normalized, correlated, and analyzed to help identify anomalous, suspicious, or malicious
behaviors indicative of threats in the monitored environment

•

Data is filtered, normalized, correlated, and analyzed to help identify anomalous, suspicious, or malicious
behaviors indicative of threats in the monitored environment. This data is then sent to the Client

•

Identifies threats based upon reputation by correlating inbound and outbound network traffic to monitor for
suspicious and malicious domains and IP addresses

•

Endpoint agent monitors log sources and generate an alert when a log source’s output has not been
received in a specified interval

•

Indicators of compromise associated with detections within the monitored environment are automatically
extracted, scored, and enriched

•

All log data collected is stored for a period of 30-days for security event analysis and retained in archive
storage for a period of one year, or as uniquely specified
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Backups & Disaster Recovery
Architect your Backups and DR Properly to ensure security
and recoverability.
Hardware Replication, Software Replication - HP, Dell, Zerto
Datto
Backup, Restore, and Protect Data through Cloud Offerings
Offers Disaster Recovery as a Services (DRaaS)
Backups for Microsoft Office 365 and G Suite by Google
Cloud
Veeam Enterprise
Provides Backups, Recovery, Security, Automation,
Storage, & Replication
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Other Security Applications
Arctic Wolf (SOC)
Managed Detection & Response
Managed Risk
Managed Security Awareness
Mimecast
Email Security

Duo MFA
Thycotic
Privilege Access & Password Management
Endpoint Privilege and Application Control
Access Control & Authentication
Varonis
Data Protection
Threat Detection & Response
Privacy & Compliance
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Take-Aways & Next Steps
ICG’s CTO and his team are your guide to
security and compliance.
System Security Review or TSR
End Points, Communications, Backups, DR,
all the basics we mentions. We encourage
you to schedule a call to discuss how ICG
can work with you and build your security
plan or maybe add a proven application
and begin to protect your business.
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